2008 dodge charger starter relay fuse

Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the sixth-generation Dodge Charger LX , produced
from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Dodge Charger , , , and , get information about
the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse
layout. The fuse box is located in the engine compartment. Front Power Distribution Center
Integrated Power Module There is also a power distribution center located in the trunk under the
spare tire access panel. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car
fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box
diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the
best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are
happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Passenger Seat Switch Cavities 11, 12, and 13 contain
self-resetting fuses circuit breakers that are only serviceable by an authorized dealer. The
Cluster and the Driver Seat Switch if equipped Cavities 11, 12, and 13 contain self-resetting
fuses circuit breakers that are only serviceable by an authorized dealer. The Passenger Seat
Switch if equipped Cavities 11, 12, and 13 contain self-resetting fuses circuit breakers that are
only serviceable by an authorized dealer. The Door Modules, the Driver Power Window Switch,
and the Passenger Power Window Switch Cavities 11, 12, and 13 contain self-resetting fuses
circuit breakers that are only serviceable by an authorized dealer. The cluster and the driver
seat switch if equipped Cavities 11, 12, and 13 contain self-resetting fuses circuit breakers that
are only serviceable by an authorized dealer. The passenger seat switch if equipped Cavities 11,
12, and 13 contain self-resetting fuses circuit breakers that are only serviceable by an
authorized dealer. The door modules, the driver power window switch, and the passenger power
window switch Cavities 11, 12, and 13 contain self-resetting fuses circuit breakers that are only
serviceable by an authorized dealer. The service replacement part is a 60 Amp yellow cartridge
fuse. Where is the starter relay located on an 08 dodge avenger? The car does not have a starter
relay per say because it is integrated into the TIPM Totally Integrated Power Module which
located on the left side of the engine compartment. Have you checked for power at the starter
trigger Small wire when key is in crank position? Best, Ken Images Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. I need to locate the exact placement of the starter motor relay Was this answer. There
isn't one. There is no relay. See the previous post for wiring diagrams Was this answer. Which
one is it please? Image Click to enlarge. None of them. Use this video to confirm the issue. What
is the issue? No crank? No power? The TIPM is know to cause a lot of issues. Chrysler has a
few tech sheets out on them, most end up with the same repair, replace TIPM module. I had the
starter replaced and the battery. So, I had that one replaced. It happened again. Is is possible to
have two bad starters replaced, or should they be looking for something else? Please help me. I
am stressed over this, and have to keep making arrangements to get to work. User note: look at
the relays. All of them. You have to take the front bumper off maybe. They are under the battery
compartment Was this answer. Are the starters new or refurbished? Sounds like there may be a
draw somewhere that is causing the battery to go dead. Also, you may want to check out the
alternator to make sure that it is charging the battery correctly. Good Luck. User note: this is a
very common problem with the dodge caliber. Ordinary people are solving this issue because
mechanics want to replace dollars worth of parts and labour without thinking. Have the starter
bench tested to see if it is good. I would also look at the battery cables and connections. Make
sure they are tight and clean. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Starter Relay
Location Content. What Does This Mean? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It all
started when the starter solonoid relay crapped out. I drove to the store, and when I came back
out the car wouldnt start. When I turned the key to on position I could hear the fuel pump kick
on and everything power wise seemed to be ok. So, I went to the fuse box and swapped out the
starter relay with the wiper motor relay same relay type, 5 pin , and the car started up. I drove to
autozone and got another relay for the wiper motor. As soon as I plug in the relay it blew the 30a
fuse instantly with the car off. It did this twice. I blew the only two 30amp fuses I had. I
happened to have a 50amp fuse, and I know your not suppose to do this, but I was curious to
see if it would work. I switched out the relays again, putting the original relay back in the wiper
motor slot and the new relay into the starter slot with the 50amp fuse in place and everything
seems to be working at the moment. Time will tell I guess. Any ideas? Could a short in that
system happen all of a sudden like that? The other thing is when I first put the new relay in the
car was running, and that was a mistake I know, I had a brain fart. I was thinking maybe that
dumb move could have caused a short? Do you. Hard telling what happened, it may have been
some type of relay problem Was this answer. It actually was a relay problem. The new relay I
bought for the wiper motors doesn't actually work for the wiper motors even though that's what
I asked for at AutoZone. It looks exactly the same as the 5 pin that went bad. I took the old relay
out of the starter slot and put it back in the wiper motor slot where it came from, and put the
new one in the starter slot. Even though it looks like they are same relay that fuse stopped

blowing, and the starter fuse which is also a 30amp seems to be ok with the new relay. I did put
back a another 30amp for the wipers. Since I swapped relays everything seems ok. Its kind of
freakin weird. The starter can take a 5 or 4 pin relay. Maybe one of the leads on the new one was
bad and it happened to be the one the starter doesn't need? Kind of a big coincidence of that's
the case, but I guess stranger things can happen. Was this answer. Please login or register to
post a reply. I Tried Turning Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! The Integrated
Power Module is located in the engine compartment. This module contains fuses and relays.
There is also a power distribution center located in the trunk under the spare tire access panel.
This center contains fuses and relays. Circuit breaker 1. Circuit breaker 2. Circuit breaker 3.
Skip to content. Fuse box diagram type 2. Rear Power Distribution Center. Opening The Access
Panel. Fuse box layout. Tags: Fuse box diagram Dodge. Left High Beam Headlight. Right High
Beam Headlight. Adjustable Pedals. Headlight Washer â€” If Equipped. Park, Lamp. Non ABS
Brakes. Powertrain Control Module. Injectors, Ignition Coils. Radiator Fan. Radiator Fan High
â€” Low. High Intensity Lighting. Adjustable pedals except memory. High intensity discharge
lamp. Heated Seats â€” If Equipped. Rear Heated Seats â€” If Equipped Sub Amp â€” If
Equipped Except Selectable Power Outlet cigarette lighter. Heated Mirrors â€” If Equipped.
Relay NO. Rear window defogger. Accessory delay. Fog lamp rear. Wiper Rear. Lamp activation.
Fuel pump. Heated seats rear. Fuel Pump. Console Power Outlet. Rear Fog Lamp â€” If
Equipped. Brake Light 5. Power Outlet Trunk â€” If Equipped. Selectable Power Outlet. Stop
Lights. Rear Wiper Magnum. Curtain Airbag â€” If Equipped. Heated Mirrors. Power Mirror. Rear
Defroster. Radio Amplifier. Forgive me for being too descriptive or long winded but I wanted to
make sure I provided as much information and detail as possible to make the diagnosis much
easier. I have a Dodge Charger 2. It would do this times and then finally start. I took the car to
Autozone and let them test the battery and starter. No fuses were blown. Relays looked ok too. I
tried to crank it for 45 minutes. It would not crank turn over at all. I left the car at my job and
returned 2 hours later and installed a new Camshaft Sensor. After trying to crank it for about 30
minutes, I left it and returned later that evening. It still would not crank. I tried everything but
one thingâ€¦. Put the cables on and within about minutes it started! Drove straight to Autozone
and had them test the battery and starter again and their computer once again said everything
checked out good. They said the jumpstart was a coincidence. They also told me jump starting
it was a coincidence, however, they could not get it to crank. They tried the fob, a portable
battery jumper, and then they rolled out a big truck battery with cables attached to it and
unsuccessfully tried to jump it. I attached the jumper cables and again after minutes it started.
Stock radio, no amplifiers, no automatic starters, no added security systems, etc. Supanovah
answered 9 years ago. Ok for anyone who comes across this post with the same problem, I
came back to post the resolution to my problem I hate when people ask for help and never come
back to update everyone so people with the same problem know what to do. Apparently the
problem was the Starter Relay! The Starter Relay is located in the fuse box under the hood, in
slot 9. If you try to buy it from a parts store they will have to order it, so go buy it from your local
Dodge Dealership's Parts Center. Good Luck! Hollywood01 answered 9 years ago. My '06
Charger is doing the exact same thing - just - not to that extreme. It has, however, over the past
month progressively gotten worse. The local Dodge Dealership here makes the phrase "rip-off"
seem like a bargain! Thanks again! Ok - long story short After trying the starter relay out - that
wasn't it. So with process of elimination - we were back at square 1. Took it to a mechanic which
was a bit of help. He said if I have 2 keys - switch them out. No telling when I'll be replacing that
but this is so frustrating! So anyways - this is where were at so far. Ghostman answered 9 years
ago. I have an 08 Charger and I've noticed a second stall in starting for a little over a year. Come
out one to start the car and nothing. I thought it was my starter. Could you tell me which starter
relay it is bc there's like 3 or 4 different 1's on this piece of crap. Mines an '06 base model. Drina
answered 9 years ago. Single mother thanks you for the informative post. I was sitting here just
feeling awful that my car wouldn't start. It is difficult to get a jump from people these days and
very embarrassing. Thank you! Peter answered 9 years ago. But did you see which key you
used? I think a solution would be to use only dealer made duplicate keys? Any way my malibu
would not start period until the whole switch assembly was replaced. My ex-wife and her boy
friend while I was at work in my truck. I had this same problem and took it to the dealership
today. I told them there was a second delay. When they tested it, it only did it for seconds and
they told me that was normal and go on. Well when I went to leave, I started my car and it took
about 5 seconds for it to start. They gave me a form saying it was normal for it to do this and
that if I turn the key slowly when I do it, then it would not have this problem. Well I tried turning
the key slowly and it still did it. Steven answered 9 years ago. Have you got your problem fixed.
I just went rounds with my local dodge dealership over wich relay was the starter relay on my 08
charger. They insisted it was 33 and swap out with 37 wich was a spare. Well 33 was not a relay

and 37 was a slot for a fuse that I do not even have. I tried explaining this to them and they
insisted i was looking in the wrong box under the hood. I told them the power box under the
hood only went to 22, they said i was wrong. They said it is labeled, it was not and they said i
was wrong. I decided to do a little search on the internet and found several people had this
problem and confusion with chrysler. A helpfull individual provided a diagram of his own and it
turns out it is 9 in the power module under the hood, not the trunk. Switched out 9 and the car
starts as if it did the day I drove it off the lot. Hope this helps. Hey there!!! Thank you so much
for your help! Actually - no. Its not fixed. There's still a delay. Also last Fri morning all of the
gages were going off while I was driving. Turned out it was a dead battery. So we changed the
battery - the delay started again but the gages stopped flashing. Im going to give your remedy a
try. Its worth a shot. Thanks so much- Jami. We had the same problem. Got the part that goes in
slot 9 and BAM no more delay! The guys at the dealership didnt think it would work and said we
should get it checked out, well to there suprise we proved them wrong Thank You so much. So
here we are again. I haven't fixed the slot 9 issue yet. Since my battery crapped out - the delay
start has not changed. In fact - its getting worse. The headlights while on will cut themselves
off. Holy damn Im so irritated! I will change slot 9 in hopes that it will completely change this car
from a piece of raging s to a car I enjoy once again. Thanks for all the insight. Willie answered 9
years ago. Thanks to everyone who posted this you Dave me a tone of money! Going to get part
now! We had been guessing at problem to no avail, even my dealership mechanic said it would
be best to take to dodge but I just don't want to spend the money right now but I do like to know
what it could be since no one had an answer. Hi im looking for nic car not runing or bad engine.
So I'm a 27year old female who knows absolutely nothing about cars. I did exactly what was
posted and went to the dealership and bought the part and inserted in myself. And BAMN
fixed!!!! Thanks so much for the post!!!! If you want sale. I have a Charger and it has just started
doing the delayed start thing. Now I know what to do. I am having the same problem, but I have
dodge magnum. It's at the dealership. But now they can not get it to start at all. I had a key made
by a lock smith and they said that is what messed up my car. But how would I be able to start
the car with the wrong key. It doesnt make sense they are giving me the run around. Vennie1
answered 8 years ago. I have a charger only 10, miles on it. I'm glad my car is fixed.
Hollywood01 answered 8 years ago. After all the issues I had with my charger - it finally crapped
out on me last week. It wouldnt turn over. About 2 days after gettin it back - the check engine
light came on. Its been on ever since. What the heck!!? Harrietta answered 8 years ago. I will let
you know. I think chrysler needs to be made aware of the problem I see is it is been going on
back from up to I haven't seen any complaints on anything newer at this present time. I think we
should get together and let them know. Saira answered 8 years ago. Thank you so freakin much
i was already thinking about spend to dollars in a cheking in the dealership but i check this post
and it save me alot of money I have swamped out 9 and still no luck. Charger08 answered 8
years ago. I have a 08 charger and it won't start at all. I'm going to try some of these remedies
and I will post later. Peter answered 8 years ago. Priscilla answered 8 years ago. I have a
charger I called a tow truck they tried to jump it an nothing happened so I was doing some
research an was told it was my starter relay well I tried swapping the same fuse with another an
still nothing it's like my car just died for no apparent reason I dnt no where to even start or
begin please help!!! Hi mscilla from what I undrstand , I want You first make sure if the break
light work. If the break light ok. I want to ask you that if your car have remote control 1 If yes try
turn off. If you dont know make sure your car dont have One. I want you to do this. Make sure
your car in parkin P. Frome the box fues take out the relay starter. Open the relay part open and
take the cover relay Out. Turn the key on. Now you should you know wher the problem. Safty
switch or cabel sheft or you have security system in the Car you have to tak it out. Its under the
dash Take the cover out and ther yallow wair if you found Relay btween this wair take the relay
out and but the wair Togther. If any help let me know. I hope to hear from you Im from orlando.
I'm hoping it's something simple but I will wrote back as soon as I try what u have suggested
And I will send for you all the pic you need to help you fix this Problem I believe you dount have
this big Problem ,and you dont need to west more money. Whay you have plastic key wher the
key You lost it I belive your problem you need to found your key Or you have to make one first
the pcm eill not make The car start To. Thanks , Sami. Mapy some wrong with countrol. And I
hop for you to fix this problem soon. Tigermom answered 8 years ago. I am a single parent with
a child in college and I don't have money sitting around to waste. I have a Dodge Charger that
was doing the same exact thing When I read the problems that were going on it was like I wrote
them myself This post saved me hundreds of dollars it was right on The relay was so easy to
find and replace myself Rod answered 8 years ago. Thank goodness for this thread. My wife
complained about her ignition or some kind of delay on yesterday. Seem this issue had been
going on about a week. I checked her Charger and there was a 3 second delay from turning the

key to the engine starting. Car started every time but delayed every time. I Google'd the issue
and discovered the problem wasn't unique. I found this thread in particular and learned about
the Starter Relay. I went over to the dealership where I purchased the car. Mainly just to see
what those weasels would say. I left laughing and drove to O'Reilly's Auto Parts. I replaced the
damn thing in the parking lot. Again, thanks to everyone here I just bought my Jun 27 and on
the first trip it started acting up after I stopped for gas. I turned the lights off and the car started.
The Dealer parts Dept. So I brought the 9 relay to them. After I got the right part, I plugged it in
and the starter is working like it is supposed to. And after a couple of days, the car is still
starting as soon as I turn the ignition. Hi im happy to hear this, if any thing about car ask me
And I will try hellp what I can. I had the same problem that everyone is having with a delayed
start that got progressively worse! Today I bought a starter relegated and replaced the old one
and now my 08 Dodge Charger starts perfectly. I had the same problem with my Charger. About
a week ago I started to experience a delayed start. Sometimes the delay was longer than others,
however the vehicle always started. I asked them to just replace the starter relay. They then told
me they would have to take the dash out and installation was difficult. I told them I needed to
replace box 9 under the hood. They replaced it cost Thanks so much for the post! Ok, I've read
most of this n not sure if its the same problem But my charger won't start when the car is hot,
starts fine when its cold. Have had places look at it and tell me its nothing wrong but obviously
there is! Is this the same problem?? I have a charger and today I go out to start the car and
nothing Thnks Everyone I also have a charger and was having the same problem. I replaced the
starter relay which is under the hood in the fuse box in number 9 slot fixed the problem and
only costs 4 dollars. My husband was very happy because I was going to trade it the next day. I
had the same problem as everyone else. Auto Zone didn't have the same part. It starts with no
delay. Thank you so much for the information! Harlo4 answered 8 years ago. This might sound
silly be have you tried cleaning the battery posts, THAT in-it-self would cause such problems,
ie. Good Luck. Hi I believe. And I remember I say that about Your starter but I don't hear from
you. Nick answered 8 years ago. I have this same exact problem. My car also shuts off while
driving like it reads in other forums. I have dodge charger Hi Nick What siz your engine 2. And
what you mean your car Also shout off while drive. Pleas explain. Pleas explain for Me every
thing and what your car Doing. I tell ya. My charger was doing the same thing not starting right
up. First it started taking 2 to 3 seconds then longer to start. This morning, it would do nothin to
start. I definitly appreciate "Supanovah" for sharing this info. I pulled out the Relay Switch from
the 9 slot and placed it back just to see if this would help wishful thinking and it did. My car is
now starting a little slow but least its starting until I can replace the Relay Switch with a new
one. The local dealership in my area is ridiculous with their service charges. Ok so my car was
not starting like this as well. It was starting and shutting off before I could even put it in gear. I
took it into Midas the guy reset my key. MsWilliams answered 8 years ago. I have a Dodge
Charger that is doing the same exact thing. I took out the starter relay and replace it with an
extra I have under my hood. However, nothing happen. Should I just go out and buy a new one.
This is sooo Bradley answered 8 years ago. Ya I was going to say you may want to check the
starter relay and the crank sensor because my Dodge ram was having the same issue it just
didn't want to start took it to autozone and all the same jazz and finally once I changed the relay
it started acting normal again, but I went ahead and changed the sensor so you made out much
better than I did. I have a dodge magnum same exact problems from 1 on down , I will check this
out and update after. Ravalos answered 8 years ago. Amazing article I have a charger that has
over , miles trouble free. My car started two delay starting and it got worse and worse.
Especially when it was hot, replaced the starter relay 9. Like magic starts with no problemos.
This works, wow! Thanks all. Best fix ever. Is Chrysler just crazy?!? I thought it was me!!! Just
lights I had battery and starter checked 3x at Sears, Firestone and AutoZone Disco Neg battery
cable in trunk 2. Pull out 9 3. Insert new 9 4. I have an 08 Dodge Charger and experienced this
on vacation We drove all the way but the day it was time to go home the car wouldn't wouldnt
turn over. It was 4th of July weekend so we were stuck like 3 more days before we could have
the dealership take a look at it Long story short, the chip in my key went bad. I happen to be
expereincing this a 2nd frikken time. My car is stuck across the water my friend's house. She
had to drive me home I'm grateful to know about the starter issue as well! I have an 08 charger
as well and have been experiencing the same problem. Hopefully this will resolve my problem.
Mandalynn answered 8 years ago. So my has a problem starting usually in the morning. It's not
a delay it actually try's to kick over but doesn't. I'll try 2 or 3 times then finally it starts, and runs
fine. Some times it will kick over then just die. Then sometimes it will start perfect I'm so scared
I'm gonna blow the engine holding the key over hoping it will kick over. Layo answered 8 years
ago. Thank you to all the post in regards to the Starter Delay. I was almost bamboozled by the
local Dodge dealership. The guy told me it was my battery, then he said he couldn't tell me what

it was because the battery was dead and he couldn't do a diagnostic test on the car. I told him I
was coming to get my Dodge Charger and not to do anything to it. When I got there he told me it
was the timp module. The dealership is a ripoff. Thank you so much for posting your Dodge
problems. I changed out the 9, and I also had to change out the other fuse in the 22 slot. It had
the same parts as 9. The 22 slot kept getting real hot and once we changed it out, too the car
started up like brand new. Again, I am grateful to all the posts. Supanovah , thank you, thank
you, thank you, you Saved me a whole bunch of money I followed your instructions to the ' T'
and the delay I was getting at start-up Stopped!!! Thanks again Would it be the same problem if
its not an actual delay? It tries to crank but don't Then starts??????? I would like to say this or
ask you cant start the engien when the engien coold but after you try try to start the car and the
engien come hot the car start ok and fine but after you stop the engine for more in 3 hour and
you try start the engin you cant and tak time. Are what I say rit. Sometimes, especially when its
cold, my car will crank but not start. By trying usually 3 times, it will finally start, and run fine. If I
drive, and then allow it to sit for a few hrs, it will do it again. Not always its weird. Occasionally it
will also do a 2 sec delay, then start as well. I need you how to change your spark a plug use
reglar spark plug the cheep one and add oil stop smoke. And put full gas in your tank And add
one dollar disal full in your Tank. I know what I'm talking about.. Im a 32 yr old female. I doubt I
can change my spark plugs ; but I can have someone else do it. Ill check into ur advise. Thanks
soooooo much for helping me Ill let u know. To Mandalynn 3 days ago the dodge charger has a
engine warmer u r suspose to by if u live in very could weather check your manuel. Thank you
for the information on this! I have an 08 Charger with 3. The car manual identifies the fuses but
not the relays. How convenient for them! I tried switching places of all relays to see if this
solved the problemâ€¦only fault with this is I did not recall how I switched all relays and no
longer could tell you what relay was in the 9 position originally. I magnified the problem
because the bad 9 relay was moved to a position that affected the alarm circuit and as we all
know the alarm kills the ignition. I was pulling my hair out till I read this post was able to see
that I was dealing with a small relay and knew there were only three options of which was the
original relay. I figured out what relay was in the number 9 slot originally and replaced it with all
back to normal. Nydia answered 8 years ago. Hi what I understand you. I need to ask you that
are all this proplem hapen to you after you add gas frome shell. I need you to do this drop all the
gas fuel what you can out. And after this put new gas super. Dont ues shell gas pleas. But new
gas full tank And but one dollar disal fuel in gas tank and add good one injection cleaner. And
try start the car and try ues the break cleaner spray in housing air how I tell you befor try keep
and help the engine run and keep the car 20 mint dont push gas rpm 9 or 1 try help the engien
start run more u will found the engien he start keep run with out any help from u , Lett me know.
Yes and injection cleaner good one help the injection start be clean and open again. Who give
you the code he can clear all the code. Or incounect the cable battery and bush break and wait 4
mint and counect the cabel battry againe. You have 1 misfire and bad knock sensore and battry
voltage low see if the charging system ok or bad transmission really or bad transmission
countrole madule Y have bad oil pressure sensor or low engien oil you have leake cooling
system And mapy bad camshaft poaiton sensor. Do what I say first and if this fix and make the
engien run. Let me know. I hop I can her from you any thing happen for I can undrstan more.
Any way I hop for you the good. Kipricia answered 8 years ago. I was having the same issue
with my charger. I'm gonna get the part now. I pray it works my car has been down for 2 weeks
it sucks to not have a car.. Thanks for the info because I was going to dodge this morning and
put on the machine. After I experienced this problem, I took my car in for a new issue I just hate
this car. I took it to the dealer and of course the light signal went off cause it was warm and the
mechanic reccommended changing the shifter unit. I dont understand why its such a shitty car.
I love this style and wish it wouldnt be so difficult to enjoy ; its almost like a limp mode??? Any
ideas. I know you could have more in 1 problem but maybe no because sometime. I believe you
have nic car but when u have problem not big som one he Make it big and try make money more
he can or he dount undrstand But any way. I hop for you the good. First thing you should know
if ur engien have gas come and fuel pump ok. Who try fix ur car he should he know or how he
will fix it. And if your engien have good spark pluk fir good. Who try fix ur car he should he
know and he shuld telL you. The machine he should test the fuel and spark pluk if any fir and
start from ther. Im sorry souund no good. I still I dont know if ur engien have fuel ok or not and
you have spark fir or not to I can undrstand wher u at. MintMomma answered 8 years ago. If this
for sure im so sory And mapy u have head casket Becoues the leak water Im sory again. I can
rebuilt this engine all every thing and you have new engien again. Its nic car. It started after I put
the piece in myself yehhhh You have to change the shifter unit soon and fast. I had basically the
same problem with my Chrysler Concorde. It had the 2. At first, there would be a delayed start
after cranking a few times when hot. It would start once it cooled off. Then it would stall when

stopped at a red light, and I would crank and crank and crank then after the light turned red
again, the car would start. I made it home, but I would have to put the car in neutral and goose
the throttle when stopped. When I got home, I cut the car off, then futilely tried to restart the car.
After sitting for about three hours the car started. I asked around about the problem, and I was
told it was either the crankshaft position or camshaft position sensours. I replaced both, plus
the engine coolant sensour, and the car never started again. I knew it wasn't the starter,
because it took a hell of a lickin' and came back tickin'. I never even thought of the starter relay.
I wish I could have found that out then, but I already sold that car and acquired a Ford F
Someone I knew said the same thing, however that was my first guess. I was hoping it wasn't
that, because I didn't have anywhere to raise the car high enough to drop the tank, so I sold the
car to someone who had access to a lift. At least I made money with the F I am so upset!!! I was
just told by the dealer that my "rear fuse box" from so sort of decay, has lost power inside
causing my car to go into limp mode. Although, we know which one part is bad, the dealer is
saying to replace the whole thing. What I need to know, is can u replace a part inside the fuse
box??? The dealer wants to charge me just for the part. Now why is that, when my car warms up
it runs just fine??? Im so irritated right now!!! Plz help. Hi I would like to know what car we talk
about and year and siz engine and what problem you have you mean when the car cold morning
the engien run bad and after the engine worm run good you have hard time to start ur car
morning and you have any cod and wher you from and how old you are and m or f. U have
helped me above. I have the charger. Car now starts fine, but now when it does, it starts in limp
mode. Wont shift out of 2nd gear, until the temp gets to the middle reading then it shifts and
runs fine. Took it to tbe dealer and the suggested changing the shifter module, did that and still
limp mode. I need to know if I can rewire that part. Look up rear fuse box and u will see that it
holds thousands of wires and controls all power from and to almost everything in my car.
Lights, radio, ect what do u think. Yet if I give my car 10 mins to warm up everytime I start it.
Problem doesnt even exsist First thing what I understand you have problem with ur trnsmission
clutch or body valve. Are this problem come after you ching oil or spark plug. And what
undrstand if you try drive the car morning you have hard shift its like the gear one or two stuk
and some time you hear big sound come from your tranissimtion like humer ,bom, big nuck but
if keep the engien run 15 ,mint worm up every thing will be fine the shift ok and no more slipe.
What hot or cold engien do whith fues box. I changed the shifter unit and the prob still exsist. Its
just so odd that my car goes into this mode when its first started, then it warms up and runs
fine. And the codes are associated with the pcm. So they took the rear fuse box apart, and
found a part inside that was decayed and not getting good signal. I guess the rear box controls
everything. It Has wires that run from the front of my car connecting to a fuse box to the back
rear fuse box. When u open this box there are tons of wires. The lights, radio, warning signals,
esp, ect. So in this box is some decay from water Im assuming, which has lost full connection.
But why wld it after warming up work???? If its not this what is causing my car to detect a prob,
go into a limp mode, then work. Its a signal error but why after 15 mins it works is beyond me.
What I understand go look for pcm like dollar and ching ur pcm first try this first. My car when I
shift from park to reverse kinda knocks into the gear, then from reverse to drive a littler harder.
Wont go faster than 25mph and rpm is almost to Then after 15 mins it shifts. If I stop turn my car
off, then immediatly back on the esp light is gone. And runs fine. You have trans problem tak it
to trans shop and let hime chick firs thing look and fix ur trans. You have bad tran you need new
one. Im sorry and good luck I hop im wrong about this. I believe what I say from. Good luck and
I hop to hear from yo u soon. And bad pcm. Ok dont wory about fuse box and and what ever he
say. You need new transmission. And try new pcm. And dont forget to com back and let me
know if im not wrong ,. So believe it or not, I open this reat fuse box that the dealer wanted to
charge me My car runs like a champ. I fixed my car!! Thanku soooooooo much for tbe original
post!! Hahah this very good im happy too , what I cant believe what the dealer tell you. Any way
good. And you welcome. Its funny cause the 1st time I took my car in 1month ago was to get
this part after reading this forum, and having similar issues. After the dealer assessed my car,
they said the part number was not the right for my starter relay, so they reprogramed anf
switched fuses and sent me away. They Found in the rear fuse box, 3 relays that looked
decayed. So they told me the whole thing was damaged and wld cost just for the part. When I
got it home I opened it up and found the same exact relay I originally wanted was the decayed
part. I also got electric cleaner, they sell just for this putpose, changed it out. I just cant believe
Dealers. Im so happy I found this original post!!! So relieved Kim answered 8 years ago. I'm
having the same issue of a delayed start in my charger se 3. I have looked at the fuse box and
the car manual, but the numbers from above do not match for the starter relay to be in slot 9. IM
not sure about what you try to ask. You should chick all the fuse. And replace the bad one. And
IM not sure you asking me about the relay or fuse. IM sort if you can try ask me again and clear

how I can help you and what six your engine and I want you to know that Iam try help her for
free. Try don't be mad. Ok what I under stand try do that I want you 2 Ching your spark plug and
make sure the cup siz and have regular spark the cheep one and add stop smoke oil. And add
water remove in gas tank and let me know. Try do this first. I send for you some pic in your
email You can tell if the fear bad how look like boring or have short or if you have testing light. I
have 3 relays In the rear fuse box that have the same part ending in AA. I cleaned two, and
changed the one the dealer told me was bad by testing it. My car was trippen before I did this.
And now runs great. I didnt get anywhere with the slit 9 thing either. They are the same part.
Cant u buy one and swap until u get a solid turn over. Make sure ur car if off each time. May just
need that. But buy one. Sorry if this is conf. U can call me if u need help. I'm fairly certain my
fuse box is not the same as the model and the starter relay is actually slot Hi i thing you have
bad switch wipers and some time you have problem with the head light make sure the relay and
moter ok. Good luck. I assumed it was the battery but when I had my battery checked,
everything was fine. I took advise off this site and bought a starter relay. The dealer of course
gave me the wrong relay. The relay part is AA. It was a super easy fix. I open the fuse box
located on the left front side under the hood. There is a map of the fuses and relays under the
fuse cover. Look for 9 under the cover. Just pull on it and it pops off. After I replaced the relay.
My car turned on with no problem. Thanks to this site and everyone's input my car is working
fine now. Thank you to everyone who wrote on this I have been trying to figure out why my car
dodge charger 3. But would crank right out when I got a jump, so I would think if it isnt the
battery why the heck does it crank right up when I am getting a jump. Reluctantly took it to
Dodge, dude told me it would cost dollars to fix Decided to try replacing the relay slot I figured
about 18 dollars is worth trying over Now car starts fine, once again thank you to everyone for
sharing this information. I've had the same problem and after I had replaced the crank position
sensor it still persisted and I thereafter replaced starter cut off relay and that still did nothing so
I guess that I'd say replace the crank and cam postion sensors and the starter cutoff relay and
see if that helps, but please let us know. Hey guys, I replaced the starter relay slot 9 in the fuse
box under the hood on the Right side for a last time the first time they used a used one and had
no other problems with it, however I did decide to get rid of the vehicle. A teenage girl is now
driving the car and to my knowledge she has not had any further problems with this matter. I
was not in to putting any big money into these problems especially if the smaller ones worked
first. I've been having the same problem as all mentioned above since Took to dealer on 3
different occasions and they had no idea what issue was, cause car started fine. Other times, it
would take me from mins to get started. Tomorrow is Saturday and I'll go buy the part and have
someone put the part on. My question is I belive you can do this. You need new relay. Its in fues
box. Have agood day. Well I bought the part yesterday. For 17 dollars. And put the part on
myself. And it started right up. Praying that is the end too this nightmare. Thanks for your post.
You should be over 18 and you know and you can work in car. DDM answered 8 years ago. I
would like to get a Charger, but it seems to me They are a P. Do the Challenger's have this
Prob? Do they all have the same issue? Have they seemed to get a hold of the prob on the 12s,
and 13 models? Any help would be appreciated. Anyone know of any? I am in Colo, don't really
want to ge very far, unless I have to, to find what I want? Kalinda answered 8 years ago. Hello all
I too have a Dodge Charger 2. I live in Mich so the weather has been a monster. The difference is
I had a non factory kill switch put on and Thgt it was that. Was just getting ready to have it taken
off until I read all of these post ystrdy. Thx soooo much! Thanks and you welcom to say thanks.
More come her ask for help for free and i give all my time and i help and some not can come
back to say thanks. Its sad when i help and i give all my help and time and no thanks. I dont feel
good to keep help for free and no only thanks. Im who will say thanks for help free no any more.
Will be 40 to 60 Dollar if if you ask for any help or you have any propem. Thanks again My email.
Well Sami you have a more than Thankful person here! Michelle answered 8 years ago. And u
guessed it I had the same problems thanks to everyone's post here,,,I already know what I need
to do for my dodge charger! Same problem, put key in and turn, hesitate around 3 seconds then
start. Replaced starer relay, works like new!!!!! What did we do before the internet??? Thanks to
all who helped. From the top of the answers - The problem was the Starter Relay The Starter
Relay is located in the fuse box under the hood, in slot 9. Hi i receive this email today from.
Kipricoa henderson. She say , Hi sami i have a clucking sound in the front that i dnt know what
it is. I fixed ball joints and lower control alarms please help. And i say that i thing she have law
oil and if she add 2 stop smok oil this mapy help. Its like she have bad engien. Or mapy she
have another problem exl or some thing but i dont hear from her again i hop she ok. Thanks any
way. After that I shutdown the car, and restart no gages delay Please advice Exchange relays 9
and 26 to see if I have problem with relay 9 no luck helpppppppppp please.. Hi this is mr. To
faalquri I dont hear from you i hop every thing ok and the problem is fix. Good luck and have

greay day. Regulator answered 7 years ago. After reading many of your issues and answers, I
ordered a Camshaft Position Sensor, after my 3. For about a week the delay seem to get a little
longer. One time after putting the FOB in and turning it to the right and releasing it, after a count
of one thousand one, the car sputtered, cut out and then after about 2 seconds, without me
doing anything, started up. Within about a week of this, the car finally quick cranking. As a lot of
you stated you had done; I went to the local auto shop and had the battery test in the trunk The
test came back, "Battery Good. After about 4 attempts the car finally started. I ran it back to
work, let it sit for a few hours, and started it again, Butit only starts after I put the FOB in, turned
it right and then released back to center, it started after a one thousand one count I think, since
I'm going on a long trip soon, I may replace the 9 Fuse as suggested by, "Supanova. Hi I'm not
sur what you try to say or if I can help you. But I don't say fuse its a relay starter I hop for you
the good luck. And for your supanova. Today I decided to Google why charger won't start and
found my answer. Thanks for saving me money. Just a, "Heads-UP. Thanks for the reply
wolfpride83, hope my suggestion helped However, ultimately, I had to take my car to the local
Dodge Dealer. They have had my vehicle since June 4th and the problem is still isn't fixed. A
Wireless Ignition Node WIN was ordered, but none in stock across the country any other dealer
that may have had one would not release it. Anyway, the due date for this part making it to my
neck of the woods is July 11th. Hi elmixicano What Sam problem you have what you talking
about i would like if some one can exaplin pleas. Oh boy! I should have looked this up before
having my 5. I just called them and asked about the Starter Relay. They told me it was fine and
that my problem is a dead battery. So, I said, "Ok thank you. I will pick up my car this
afternoon". Seff answered 7 years ago. I have a charger that's been sitting in my backyard for
over 2 weeks now. It won't start at all.. It won't even attempt to turnover. In the past it would
start for about 3 sec then die out. I'm trying to find a way to off it. Or find any solution to fix this
problem and get back on the road! Please Help! God bless. Blueeyem answered 7 years ago. So
I have a dodge magnum with the same delay issue for the past month. My husband drive it to
work and it would not turn all the way off now after he had a hard time starting it. Is this still the
starter relay issue? My best guess would be either your starter relay or your W. Wireless
Ignition Node. According to the local Dodge Service Supervisor, within the last two months,
there have been over 2, W. Mine has been on back order since the beginning of June. This for
seff First make sure ues the rait. Key with sheep. And you need program the car Or you need
new model contrl. I have a dodge charger V6 well when I want to turn on my car at anytime
sometimes it turns on o sometimes it takes like 5min or more to turn on when I turn on the car
no light engine or any light turn on. I checked the battery it ok that's not the problem I've change
the starter relay 9 and nothing it's still doing the same can u guys help me????? And make sure
you have a good battery and good charge. Do this first and let me know. Sami Samisam gmail. I
started experiencing the delayed ignition about 8 to 12 months ago. At first it was only a second
or two I told the dealership about it during routine maintenance visits and they told me it was
normal and it would go away. Well it did for about a month and then it came back worse.
Sometimes up to 8 seconds. Well the car always started so I figured whatever but still I thought
some day I would end up stranded somewhere. Well that day came. After calming my temper I
found this thread and read just about everything in it. I borrowed my girls car, drove to O'Reilly
Autoparts and found the correct fuse. Came home, inserted it into the 9 slot and now my
Charger fires up just like it used to. Just goes to show sometimes the douchebags at the
dealership just dont give a crap or dont even know about it. I guess if you want something fixed
you might as well do it your damn self. I will say thought that yes it's the 9 slot part no. But
when I gave the guy at the store the part number nothing came up. Turns out they had it listed
in their inventory under the number above the part number which is C. So try both numbers
when you go to the store to get it. Major stress relieved. Now time to crack open a beer. It was
working fine and when i came back to my to leave it would not start. I thought the battery was
dead i tried to jump it off and that did nothing. Garyv11 answered 7 years ago. Thank god for
this post saved me a whole bunch of money.. I have dodge charger 08 and it would take me
minutes to get it started I ran the tests for the codes and nothing came up. Checked the battery
and that was fine. Only 20 bucks. KrystalC answered 7 years ago. I have a chrysler same issue
with mine. First it had a delay then didnt want to turn on. I read the post and replaced the starter
relay. It worked! However it stopped and once again will not turn on. Do i have to replace the
starter relay again? Because i only had it for two days and it went out. Is it a more serious
problem? Please help! I've replaced the Camshaft Position Sensor, which seem to solve the
problem, but after a week, I started having the same problem. Ultimately I had to take the car to
the local Dodge Dealer. However due to a country-wide shortage with this part, I had to wait for
a month and a half to get the part in. I now have my car running again, but the last month and a
half was a pain!! Torres answered 7 years ago. I have the same problem with my charger the

lights and radio work but wont start! How do you know it's the starter relay? I checked it and it
looks fine is it suppose to look burned or something? Roy answered 7 years ago. I had the
same problem. I have a 08 charger 3. One morning I tried to turn the car on but nothing. I
charged the battery and luckily it started. Took my car to the dealer and it was diagnosed with
wireless control module failure. Got it fix and now works fine. It is a common problem and is
due to a malfunction part. Sorry this website is easier. Hope this help! Carmelo answered 7
years ago. Can someone help. I have 08 charger 2. I was having problems as well with car
starting. Two days ago it didn't start. I changed 9 relay and still it didn't turn on. When I place
the key you only here the ding noice, radio doesn't turn on or any of the lights on dash.
Removed ignition switch and disconnected battery for 20 minutes and had to turn key several
times and it worked but it only worked 3 times and now it doesn't work. The family mechanic
says its the ignition switch which is a box but called dodge dealer ship and they say they don't
sell it and I need to take car in. Please help. I was experiencing the same issue with the delayed
start on my Charger I asked my bf to get it checked out. I have a dodge charger base model an
hve been goin threw tha same issue wit tha delay an not starting at all I noticed tht to other slots
took the same relay so I which them car started first try no delay at all still goin to gt the part tho
jst wanted to let people knw wat wrked for me. Woo hoo thnak you soo much for this article. I
went to a mechanic with the same exact issue, he told me to go to the dealership because he
couldn't figure it out. Went to the dealership and he said it was the ignition switch which is on
backorder for 2 weeks. While I am waiting I was telling a coworker about my issue and he came
across this article and I went and got the relay and it was not slot 9 for my issue it was one of
the other slots I cant remeber which one and now it cranks up eveythime right away. Motor is
grounded with this cable. Starter will not work or work intermitting clicking noise before starts.
AnonSXT answered 7 years ago. I have had the same issue for almost two years now on my
Charger SXT. Have gone round and round with them telling me nothing was wrong, something
is wrong. Dodge Dealer first replaced what they were calling the brain receipt says Wireless
Ignition Node in Oct error codes were B and B1A35, that made the car think I was stealing it and
more repairs were needed to make it understand the new brain. Problem returned in March of
they again replaced the Wireless Ignition Node this time only showing error B1A35 saying the
first part must have been bad. Here it is 8 months later October and the problem has again
returned. This time they tried to tell me that they found no error codes thus nothing is wrong,
took the guy out and showed him that I have to hold the key for a very long time to get it to start
15 to 20 seconds and sometime it doesn't start at all and from experience I know it will only get
worse. I have tried throughout this whole nightmare to ask them about the 9 starter relay and
they have up until today blown me off. After I had a hissy they said they would put a new one in.
Well it started right up. Just wanted to say thanks to all the real car guys out there who posted
that and helped this girl who doesn't know what she's talking about Greydawn78 answered 7
years ago. I just want to say thank you so much for posting a solution! I had thought it was the
battery going dead in the key fob, or the starter going bad. Rather than take it to a mechanic
when I can barely afford routine maintenance anyway , I thought I'd try your solution! Not only
was the part number correct, but where the relay went was right on too! My car starts right up
now!!! So I have a dodge charger sxt was having issues cranking took 3- 4 times. Then one day
had to get it jumped. Damon answered 7 years ago. Dodge Charger Wont Start. Car would not
start and clicking noise small wiggle may have been coming from the broken fuse under the
hood but I was was alone and couldn't check. Light, Radio, etc worked fine and jump starts
worked if cable and donor battery could handle it. I checked some other fuses that above people
have commented on by switching them with the same amp fuses from other LOW PRIORITY
components of the same amp amount don't forget This saves some money and time by
checking fuses yourself. I can't use my kill switch at the moment but at least my car starts. I
have a 09 dodge charger SE 2. I checked several website and every one was saying is the
starter relay, so I took a spare from the other fuses and swap them. Still wouldn't start, but
every else work even the headlights turn on, radio, windows row down and up,but won't crank
on the car, so I said let me give it a shot and instead of buying a start relay fuse I took out the
battery and took it to advance auto parts to get it checked out and BAM! The car turn on like if I
just bought a brand new car. I can now feel the difference of the car. It feels like it has more
power. Always check the small things before u take it to the dealership. Everybody saying it's
the start relay and I was having the exact same problem has everyone was describing and it
came out to be the battery. Anthony answered 7 years ago. Well I got have not had that problem,
but I would think any good mechanic like at firestone or Goodyear. Should diagnose The
problem. If not starting could be The battery, or fuel pump. Check the wires that connect to the
battery make sure they cleaned could have interment problems. But if was the fuel pump I don't
think it would restart. Unless has somthing to do with the microprocessor where the gas isn't

getting to the engine when starting and a delay in getting to spark the starter which I think the
battery. So u need fuel, eletric ,a spark, which comes from the belt or could be a interment
starter like u say wont start after bieng lije overnight a cold start. See if it's the starter , battery
most in all my cases was the battery one time the fuel pump ,. Keshelia answered 7 years ago.
Thanks to everybody your help and responses here. I did try replacing the Starter Relay, and
even though it didn't work, I feel much better knowing that it's not just my car. Tried starting it
one morning and it wouldn't crank. I got a boost off and drove to Auto Zone to get my battery
checked. My battery was no good so I replaced it. Every since I got the new battery my car has
gotten worst. First the engine light came on and now it seems as if it doesn't want to take off
when I put it in drive. There are times when it completely shuts off when I'm at a stop light or
sign. I've tried putting it on the machine put it seems as if the mechanic can't put the code in. I
don't know what to do or what's wrong and I don't have the funds to go to the dealership. We
just recently had similar issues with our Charger. We had to change the cam shaft and the crank
shaft sensor and also gave it a tune up. You can change the sensors yourself especially the
cam shaft as it is on the fornt of the engine and all you have to do is unplug it, take a bolt out ,
pull it out, and replace. We also cleaned the throttle body. However the spark plugs are deep in
the engine and you may want to take it to a mechanic to do the tune up. We did and she runs
brand new now. The starting issue may be the same issue we have been discussing in this
thread as far as the relays in the black box under the hood. QUEsxt35 answered 6 years ago. I
need help plz I have a dodge charger 3. Same issues as everyone else except my car cranks but
don't start Except dash lights. I went to autozone to change my fuse in the trunk while key was
in aux semi-on after taking out the 5amp my car turned out.. Put it back in everything normal
except car cranks but don't start Can this also be the starter relay? I have a dodge charger that I
just bought, and it wont start. I noticed that there was heat coming from my vents first, even
when the heat is shut off. So I have a Charger that I was experiencing some starter delays and
as of yesterday it willcrank but will not start. I have yet to see a helpful answer about the
Charger on here. Someone please help. Hello, everyone! Thanks for all of the comments. I have
a Dodge Charger and it seems to have started to work perfectly fine and now my car seems to
not start up after running for a while. Here is the thing: It seems like it has to cool off before
starting up again. All of my lights come on, radio, and even my air conditioning. Also, like you
stated ttadams40, I cut my air on and heat blows out first. Can someone please assist me with
this immediately. Ecarrillo answered 6 years ago. I have a charger. Same problem that the car
won't Start. I check 9 relay and was getting hot so I swap it with wiper relay just to get it started
and running to the dealer to get a new relay. Few months later it started with the same problem.
Turning the key several times for 15 minutes. Sometimes the module read the key and
sometimes not. Took the car to the dealer. They said they swap a use module and the car
started right away. Then they put the old one back and nothing. I was planing to get a viper start
up alarm system. Thanks sooo much for everyone's post I'm also a single mother.. Who is
struggling with money Thanks to this awesome post I had to only spend I have a dodge
magnum and im having this issue. I tried replacing the fuze in slot 9, but nothing changed. Ive
also tried using the spare key that I typically don't use. This also didn't help. Can anyone tell me
what to do next? Im not very car savy. This was after I had replaced the replay switch etc. I hope
that everything gets resolved for you, good luck! Bob answered 6 years ago. I did try jump
starting it from anther running vehicle and it started. Replaced the relay same as the one in the
trunk in the 9 slot under the hood, and it started immediately. Hello thereto all owners having
problems with a no crank issue when trying to start your car. It would sometimes start right
away and other times, i'd turn my key for twenty minutes until it would start! Very frustrating!! I
read a lot of posts, a lot of starter relays, new or reprogrammed keys, PCM's wireless reciever
nodes Me being a diesel mechanic and not rich by any means, I couldn't afford to take it to a
Dodge Stealership for repairs! Long story short, i ended up removing my ignition switch
assembly and took off the switch to test it. And some little pieces of aluminum fell out! Not
good, but i knew i just found my problem! It's not hard to do and can be done in a few hours, if
you haven't done
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one before!! Good luck!! Emily answered 6 years ago. I just bought a 08 Dodge Charger over
the weekend and I noticed twice since I bought it that I had the same problem. I have forwarded
this to my husband so we can get the 9 fuse. Thanks for posting this! I hope nothing else but
this is wrong with it. I love my car just this one little hicup. Ladyskd answered 6 years ago. I
have had my dodge charger since may and I have been having problems here and there with my

car starting and lately it was delaying starting or not starting at all without a jump.
Friendlybluewolf answered 6 years ago. We have a Dodge Challenger. It is giving a code po I
replaced the speed sensors and it still wont do more than 10mph. Can anyone help? Martin
answered 6 years ago. Jonathan answered 6 years ago. Richard answered 6 years ago. Thank
You Supanovah and Ladyskd I'm having this same problem and it wouldn't start at all today,
nothing. I'm going to the dealership in the morning. Report Follow. Mark helpful.

